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About This Content

The GWR Large Prairies – BR Lined pack adds additional liveries to the GWR Large Prairies Steam Loco Add-On, enabling
you to recreate realistic operations in the British Railway era.

These Prairie tanks were built by the Great Western Railway for suburban commuter operations first being built in 1903 and
continuing to be built until 1939. They proved so successful that most of the 260+ strong class remained in service until the last

days of Steam. Over their lifetime as well as suburban commuter trains they also worked mixed freight services across the GWR
network.

Features:

Includes the 5100, 5101, 6100 and 8100 classes in British Railways Green and British Railways Black Lined liveries,
complete with selectable era-appropriate logos, optional parts and fittings

Weathered Versions

Realistic wheel slip physics and effects

Simulated steam chest

Realistic train pipe and reservoir vacuum braking
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Cylinder cock management

Boiler management with priming possible

Realistic injector control

Realistic “by the shovel” stoking with synchronised sound

Second valve regulator effects

Atmospheric AI effects
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Wow. Wow. Wow. Wow. The developers of this game should have known better than to put this up in its current state. I
understand Early Access, a good half of the titles in my 274 game library are probably Early Access, but this game comes
nowhere near to the same level of completion you'd expect for a title being pushed for $10. This is a bare bones alpha build with
non-existant game play. You heard it here folks; you're basically paying for a tech demo.

There isn't much of anything (if anything) to do. You can purchase a few things from the shop, kick them around with your
forklift, and that's about it. As far as I could tell, there is no way to plant any of the seeds you buy. They materialize on the
street, instead of being placed into some kind of inventory, primed and ready for a rousing game of truck soccer.

If this game was marketed as Truck Soccer, it would have been a lot more honest but, then again, I wouldn't have bought it.
Hold off on this one until more work has been done. It's a good concept but right now that's all it is.. I want to like this game!
But there are a few things that make it unplayable for me.

The BAD; The worst thing for me is that when you save and exit the game the map is erased. You have your stuff and damage
as well but the islands on the map you were on are gone! This a deal breaker for me. When I have to stop playing and do
something and come back to pick up where I left off.....You can't. That is stupid and not a feature. I don't care what the devs
think.

The GOOD: Graphics are simple but the sea looks good. Most machines should be able to play this. I rather like it. The game
play is very simple and there is a lot of room to add later to spice things up.

I do like the game but the inability to save the game SUX and should be told up front!. Original and challenging!. Watching the
tutorial was more entertaining than playing the game.. Worth playing.. got this free 11\/10
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WELLL HOLE-LEE SHEEEEIT HOW YO SUPPOSED TO TAKE A DUMP IN ZEEERO GRAVITY
one of the most randome games out there controls are really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up i dont remember them being this
bad first time round however that was 20 or so years ago
. Silver Knight is an early access roguelite game very similar to The Binding of Isaac and Legend of Dungeon. In short you
control a little knight who has to go through a randomly generated dungeon, killing dozens of enemies and picking random loot
in order to save your princess.

In theory it sounds great but unfortunately the game is almost unplayable right now due to bugs and poor design choices.
I had to reinstall it 2 times before it actually worked and even then I had a hard time playing it for 5 minutes without something
weird such as the game over screen infinitely looping, my character getting instantly killed for no reason or having multiple
background musics playing at the same time happening.
Even without any bugs the gameplay isn't that great but to be fairly honest it's somewhat better than quite a few other games in
the same price range.

At least for now I'd say you should avoid this game even if it's on sale. Give the devs some more time to work on the game.. The
world-reknowned developer of such classic indie-horror games as My Bones and Verge: Lost Chapter returns! Not exactly
"triumphantly" - that'd be a stretch - but I'm actually going to "recommend" this one, believe it or not. Before your itchy fingers
go hittin' that "Add to Cart" button, however, allow me the benefit of a few small "disclaimers"...

  Firstly, no, I don't know the dev personally, and if I did I would have happily offered to translate all text in his game into
English...something which Google has clearly failed to do on his behalf. I actually suspect that one day I may in fact cave and
offer my translating "skills" (i.e. I do actually speak English) to one of these Euro developers, but I think I'll save that for the
day I find a genuinely talented one. Yuriy Mamedov is not that developer - certainly not yet - and this is certainly not that game.
But one day, perhaps...

  Secondly, Steam DOES NOT HAVE A NEUTRAL BUTTON. I seem to have confused punters more than once in the past by
thumbing-up something which I seem quite critical and/or "meh" about, and this is simply because I figure a 5 or more out of
ten has GOT to qualify as some kind of "pass"; and as this game is neither outrageously incompetent nor entirely unentertaining,
I figure I'd give it a C-minus if I was a teacher. Hence, a 5 out of 10. Hence, a thumb-up rather than a thumb-down. If you
should have a problem with this ratings system I have employed, KINDLY GO EAT A♥♥♥♥♥♥ It's a reviewer's opinion, not
a command from God. Would you like me to WIPE YOUR♥♥♥♥♥♥for you, also? Then again, if you've read this far into the
review, I'm presuming you didn't just thumb my "positive" review down on sight, out of principle, and type some nonsense
below about how I'm "obviously friends with the developer". Steam users really do need to learn to READ reviews before
jerking their knees as the first response. Just because a reviewer gives a game a reluctant thumb-up DOES NOT mean that they
believe said game to be the best ♥♥♥♥in' thing since sliced bread. 5/10 means just that...a pass. BARELY.

  Thirdly, Mr Mamedov, unlike a number of his peers, actually does show some vague and distant POTENTIAL. I'm not saying
he's come anywhere NEAR to that potential here...no sirree. But at least he finally made a game which lasts for longer than
twenty minutes - well, okay, about twenty-five, but that's still progress - and he has finally proven that he knows how to create a
tiny bit of ATMOSPHERE. His use of SOUND is especially commendable...he truly does know how to set up a smidgen of
eeriness, and upon rare occasion even pays off said attempts at "suspense" with something resembling the aural equivalent of a
bona fide "jump-scare". He then, of course, proceeds to ♥♥♥♥ it all squarely in the♥♥♥♥♥♥by having some staggeringly
lame "chase scene" where you stroll very briskly up a corridor while a monster who LOOKS like it's running full-pelt somehow
never seems to catch up with you...but this is what the word "potential" is all about. Mr Mamedov at least gets part-way there,
and on this occasion, he's arguably gotten further than he ever has before. If he would just stop asking money on Steam for short-
as♥♥♥♥♥♥DEMOS, and devote five years of his life to making a substantially LONGER game combining all his strengths -
while hopefully leaving out his myriad weaknesses - then we may actually have a contender for an honest-to-God, true-to-life
VIDEO GAME DESIGNER.

  Seriously, at this rate, I reckon I'll be handing out a 5.5 to Yuriy's next game, and a 6 to the one after that...so we're only about
five or six more "games" away from something a human being might actually want to PAY for. Keep up the good work, Yuriy.
I, for one, believe in you. The bits in the underwater caverns in this game are actually REALLY GOOD. Atmospheric. Spooky,
even. BRIEF, yeah, but...gettin' there. VERY, VERY SLOWLY...but definitely gettin' there.

  So the choice is yours, humble reader. You can pay five bucks - less, on sale - for a twenty-five minute demo which would
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make a Mum proud, or you can spend your money on something else. Personally, I've paid good money for much, much worse
here on Steam in the past twelve months or so. Hell, I even got a good chuckle out of the insanely bad A.I. which had the game's
one-and-only "enemy" perpetually running at a whopping great iron fence in some misguided attempt to get at me...so I'm
happy. Oh, and we even get a sweet little carrot on a stick at the end, with those immortal words "To be continued" coming up
on the screen. I don't doubt it for a second, Yuriy, my friend. I don't doubt it for a second.

  Verdict: 5/10.

(PS Cheers for the free copy, Yuriy. One thing, though...I haven't received that five hundred bucks in my account yet. Any
chance of speeding that up? I have several hard-core, illicit DRUG HABITS to feed here, my man...cheers again. Pleasure doing
business with you!). Early days but this title brings something a little different to the Tower Defense genre.

While the graphics are minimalistic, they more than adequately serve their purpose. (I suspect the music might start to grate
after a while, but it can easily be turned off.)

Your ammunition supply chain has to be worked into your spending calculations. New tower or increase supply? It gets more
complicated as you go along.

A reasonable price, and enjoying it thus far.. I used to play this game years ago and loved it. Unfortunatly it does not run well on
modern hardware.

Game is very unstable in Windows 10 and crashes frequently even when ran in compatability mode.

. Raffle Blast is a beautifully made software in my opinion. I very much enjoy the logical yet artistic feel to the system and the
raffle ball's physics are everything I could ask for and more. I really enjoy the themes too, each in their own way. I highly
suggest this program to any event, party, or individual like myself who enjoys raffles and drawings and the ultimate event
customization. Great price too. Very well done indeed!. It's a fun and hilarious game. It contains both slow paced board games-
like main game and fast mini games each round.
I only played 1 map and it took almost about 2 hours to finish the game XD (4 player)

However in my opinion, game could be perfected even better. (i might be wrong in some aspects since i only played for 2 hours,
1 game)

Cons:
- Controls are a bit messed up. IDK both in mini games or in main game, it feels clunky time to time. You press Q to see your
power ups, but E to use them (to prevent missuse i gues?) But, why are my power ups hidden? When i open them every other
player can see it anyway. Just let them be visible to everyone all the time someway, or just dont allow players to see others
power ups. Also, we should be able to play the main board game solely with mouse. I instinctively kept moving the mouse to or
scroll to see the different part of the map.

- mini games are mostly fun, but for me, its kinda annoying to leave the main game after each round. I feel like mini games
could be after every 2 rounds maybe? Or at least skip mini games once in a while with a special power up maybe?

- If you screw up in a mini game, you may lag way way behind and if you are unlucky game can be already finished for you
around mid game. Winners gobble up the teleportation and can dominate the rest of the game. Maybe Minigames should have a
little less impact on the main game, since the winner get to make a move in the main game first.
Mini game winners already get more keys, more power ups, and they also get to go first? IDK i like a bit more randomization in
such fun party games.

- A bit too many power-ups. I think it should be simplified a bit. and yeah, randomized.

minor dislikes:
-There should be more colors to choose from...
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- Ghosts should be white. I mean ghosts\/soul are kinda white (in movies etc :D) and green ghosts seems like they belong to the
green player. Also can we get an angel or fairy or something instead of a generic looking humanoid in the cages ? :D

- Its nice that we can see the player whos in turn moving the camera, looking around, but I wanna be able to move the camera to
see where i am, whats going on. Maybe there could be a minimap somewhere we can get a quick glance of who is where, where
are the ghosts etc.

- When a spot is belong to a player, i think it should be a lot more visible, not mat. This can also be in a minimap, if you guys
are planing to do so :D. Absolutely the most thought provoking game ever made. Along with the Beginner's Guide, it puts all
other "walking sims" to shame. Absolutely brilliant. Davey Wreden is the Charlie Kaufman of game developers, a true artist.
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